SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ATLANTIC COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Jeffrey J. Waldman, Esq., of Egg Harbor Township.
William J. Polistina, of Galloway.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAPE MAY COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
John Snyder, of Marmora.
Lu Ann Wowkanec, of Ocean City.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DELAWARE RIVER JOINT TOLL BRIDGE COMMISSION:
William J. Hodas, of Franklin.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE TRUST - BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Herbert Barrack, of Manalapan.
Steven Gardner, of Hamilton, to replace Gerald Keenan.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY:
David S. Steiner, of West Orange.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RICHARD STOCKTON COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Barbara J. Morvay, of Northfield.
Madeleine Deininger, of Sonoma.
Emma N. Byrne, of Manasquan.
Michael Jacobson, Esq., of Margate.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ROWAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Stanley Labruna, of Mullica Hill, to replace Yvonne Bonitto-Dogett.
James B. Kehoe, of Berlin.
Linda M. Rohrer, of Haddon Township, to replace Kathleen Matteo.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE ATHLETIC CONTROL BOARD:
Steven W. Katz, Esq., of Livingston.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
Mary Kay Weber, of Eatontown.
David R. Tag, of Lindenwold, to replace Patricia Zita, resigned.
Leah Z. Ziskin, M.D., M.S., of Cherry Hill, to replace Carolyn D. Hayer.
Robin Kay Sims, M.C.S.E., of Bloomfield, to replace David Tag.
Walter Fernandez, of Barneget, to replace Lorraine D'Sylva-Lee.
Hazeline C. Pilgrim, M.S.W., of Montclair.

TO BE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:
Stephen Dilts, of Hampton, to replace Kris Dilluri.
Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2347    Redd,D+1    Loc. govt. agency-proh. cert. emp.
S2381    Codey,R    Electors of pres.-concerns meeting loc.

Bills Introduced:

S6    Buono,B/Turner,S    InvestNJ Bus. Grant Prog.-estab.   REF SBA
S8    Rice,R    Housing related purposes-approx. fds.   REF SBA
S2338    Rice,R/Redd,D+1    Really transfer transfer fees-exempr.   REF SBA
S2339    Connors,C    Loc. Pub. Contracts Law-concerns   REF SCU
S2340    Sweeney,S/Buono,B    Construction contracts-prevailing wage   REF SLA
S2341    Singer,R/Weinberg,L    Court reporting agencies-concerns reg.   REF SCM
S2342    Singer,R    Ticket resale prices-lifts cap   REF SCM
S2343    Turner,S    Energy-conserv. prog., cert.-estab.   REF SEG
S2344    Gentile,J    Assault-concerns   REF SLP
S2346    Sacco,N    Axle weights , cert. omnibuses-concerns   REF STR
S2348    Madden,F    Unemp. comp. fd., emp. accts.-concerns   REF SLA
S2354    Redd,D+1    Co. Homelessness Trust Fds.-co. create   REF SCU
S2380    Sweeney,S    Voter-verified paper records-concerns   REF SSG
SR98    Allen,D    Youth sport event-urge codes of conduct   REF SLP

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A1558 AcsAaSca (ACS/2R)    Greenstein,L/Watson Coleman,B+7    Solar energy sys.-concerns   REP/SCA
A2722 AcaSca (2R) Vas,J/Greenwald,L+7    Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts   REP/SCA
A2880    Diegnan,P/Vas,J+4    Shareholder actions, cert.-concerns   REP
A2881    Vas,J/Coutinho,A+4    Corporate directors resignation-concerns   REP
A2883    DeAngelio,W/Chivukula,U+4    Corporate director elections-concerns   REP
A2884    Albano,N/DeAngelio,W+4    Corp., domestic-concerns mergers   REP
A2885    Milam,M/Love,S+4    Corp. emp., off.-shares of stock, rights   REP
A2924    Cruz-Perez,N    Camden, surplus prop.-auth. to sell   REP
S1 Sca (1R)    Ruiz,M+3    Econ. Ast. and Recovery Plan-concerns   REP/SCA
S2/2325 Sca (1R)    Redd,D/Madden,F    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.   REP/SCS
S2/1874 Sca (1R)    Sweeney,S    Main St. Bus. Asst. Prog.-estab.;$50M   REP/SCA
S4 Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Turner,S    Main St. Bus. Asst. Prog.-estab.;$50M   REP/SCA
S5    Stack,B/Turner,S+3    Small qualified bus-expand definition   REP
S7    Weinberg,L/Beck,J    Camp. contrib.-req. disclosure   REP/SCA
S1599 ScaScs (SCS)    Rice,R/Redd,D+5    Homeownership Preserv. Act   REP/SCS
S1644 ScaScs (SCS)    Weinberg,L/Cardinali,G+2    Hist New Bridge Landing St Park-concerns   REP/SCA
S1830    Sacco,N/Van Drew,J+4    Sr. Cit., Disabled Transp. Prog-concerns   REP
S1987 ScaScs (SCS)    Whelan,J/Van Drew,J    Casino emp-serve, Atlantic City govt body   REP/SCS
S2064 ScaScs (SCS)    Stack,B    Traffic control signal monitoring sys.   REP/SCS
S2114 Sca (1R)    Kyrillos,J/Cunningham,S+1    Bus. emp. incentives, cert.-allows   REP
S2235 Sca (1R)    Weinberg,L/Beck,J    Camp. contrib.-req. disclosure   REP/SCA
S2244    Gill,N/Sarlo,P    Shareholder actions, cert.-concerns   REP
S2245    Gill,N/Sarlo,P    Corp. emp., off.-shares of stock, rights   REP
S2246    Gill,N/Sarlo,P    Corporate director elections-concerns   REP
S2250 ScaScs (SCS)    Buono,B/Dismal Swamp Preserv. Comm.-estab.;$95K   REP/SCS
S2255 Sca (1R)    Smith,B    Solar energy sys.-concerns   REP/SCA
S2283    Van Drew,J    Corp., domestic-concerns mergers   REP
S2284    Van Drew,J    Corporate directors resignation-concerns   REP
S2289 Sca (1R)    Sweeney,S    Hwy. Rt. 45-deesig. portion   REP/SCA
S2314 ScaScs (SCS)    Madden,F/Kean,T+1    Special learner's permits-concerns   REP/SCS
S2346 Sca (1R)    Sacco,N    Axle weights , cert. omnibuses-concerns   REP/SCA
SJR22    Van Drew,J    Wine Mo.-declares Nov.   REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

SR37 Rice, R  Auto industry-memor. Cong to protect  REP

Bills Combined:

SJR54 Bucco, A/Vitale, J+7  Ital.-Amer. Hist./Heritage Mo-desig Oct.  REP
SR1/97 Sca (SCS) Cunningham, S  Low-Income Home Energy Asst. Prog.  REP/SCS
SR37 Rice, R  Auto industry-memor. Cong to protect  REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

S1874 Oroho, S/Sweeney, S+6  Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts  COMB/W S3 (SCS)
S2213 Van Drew, J  Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.  COMB/W S6 (SCS)
S2326 Turner, S/Madden, F  Homestead prop. tax reimp.-income elig.  COMB/W S2 (SCS)
SR97 Turner, S  Low-Income Home Energy Asst. Prog.  COMB/W SR1 (SCS)

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S2081 Oroho, S  Agriculture and Conservation Dept.-estab  FROM SEG

Co-Sponsors Added:

S1 Sca (1R)  (Cunningham, S; Stack, B; Turner, S)  Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan-concerns
S5 (Cunningham, S; Ruiz, M; Sarlo, P)  Small qualified bus-expand definition
S178 (Madden, F)  NJ Safe Haven Infant Prot. Act-concerns
S265 (Turner, S)  Bus. emp. incentives, cert.-allows
S668 (Stack, B)  Surviving spouses-concerns workers’ comp
S807 (Turner, S)  Health care fac.-concerns adverse events
S873 (Vitale, J)  St. dept. contracts-req. cost analysis
S1106 Sa (1R)  (Haines, P)  Stalking-concerns
S1334 (Cardinale, G; Vitale, J)  MV Owners’ Right to Repair Act
S1428 (Sarlo, P)  Tox-free Children’s Products Act
S1453 (Vitale, J)  Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.
S1555 (Madden, F)  G.I. Bill-prov. higher ed. benef. to vets
S1599 Sca Sca (SCS) (Ruiz, M)  Homeownership Preserv. Act
S1793 Sca (1R)  (Van Drew, J)  Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope
S1807 (Cardinale, G)  Co., mun. budgets-concerns
S1858 (Bucco, A)  Green Acres Bond Act 2008:$300M bonds
S1866 (Weinberg, L)  CDS near sch. prop.-concerns
S1874 (Sarlo, P)  Corp. bus. tax-elim throwout of receipts
S2103 (Weinberg, L)  Elderly relative support-tax deduct.
S2106 (Weinberg, L)  Leg. relatives-proh. cert. emp.
S2114 Sca (1R)  (Sarlo, P)  Bus. Emp. Incentive Prog-revise elig req
S2199 Sca (SCS) (Gordon, R; Weinberg, L)  Elections-prov. for adjustment of date
S2262 (Sweeney, S)  Lake Hopatcong Fd.-estab.
S2314 Sca (SCS) (Beck, J)  Special learner’s permits-concerns
S2338 (Ruiz, M)  Realty transfer transfer fees-exemp.
S2347 (Ruiz, M)  Loc. govt. agency-proh. cert. emp.
S2365 Sca (1R)  (Bateman, C)  Pub. emp. benf.-concerns cert. contrib.
SCR123 (Connors, C)  Toll increases-concerns
S2/2326 Sca (SCS) (Madden, F)  Homestead prop. tax reimp.-income elig.
S4 Sca (1R)  (Turner, S)  Main St. Bus. Asst. Prog.-estab.;$50M
S5 (Turner, S)  Small qualified bus-expand definition
S1000 Sca (1R)  (Reed, D)  Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation-high sch.
S1501 (Vitale, J)  Text messaging, unsolicited ads-proh.
S1711 (Reed, D)  Prescriptions-concerns fraudulent
S1875 (Oroho, S)  Green Acres prop.-extend appraisal date
S1909 (Cardinale, G)  Landscape irrigation contractors-concern
S2098 (Kean, S)  Alco. bev. tastings-concerns
S2191 (Kean, S)  Med waste & water, ocean pollution-penal
Co-Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

S2235 Sca (1R)   (Beck,J)    Camp. contrib.-req. disclosure
S2243   (Sweeney,S)    Citizen’s band radios-concerns use
S2258   (Van Drew,J)    Statewide nonresid. devel. fee-concerns
S2259   (Bucco,A)    Local shared svcs.-St. incentives
S2271   (Bucco,A)    Crosswalks-concerns
S2326   (Madden,F)    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.

The Senate President has made the following reappointment:

*Effective October 28, 2008

New Jersey Commission on Holocaust Education:

Marvin Raab, of Cherry Hill, to replace Martha Rich.

The Senate adjourned at 6:50 P.M. to meet again on Monday, November 24, 2008 (SESSION, Committees at the Call of the Senate President).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)**

**Bills Introduced:**

A3419    Vainieri Huttle,V/Johnson,G+1    No mail list-estab. for resid.   REF ACO
A3420    Voss,J    Life & Health Insur. Guaranty Assn-incr.   REF AFI
A3421    Coyle,D/Rible,D+3    Family temp. disap. leave-delays   REF ALA
A3422    Wolfe,D/Holzapfel,J    Regional sch. dist.-concerns dissolution   REF AED
A3423    Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Loc. Pub. Contracts Law-concerns   REF AHO
A3424    Rumana,S    Wireless telephone svc contract-concerns   REF ACO
A3425    Handlin,A/Angelini,M    St. off., emp.-post-emp. restrictions   REF ASG
A3426    DeCroce,A/Handlin,A    Camp. contrib.-estab. new limits   REF ASG
A3427    Polistina,V/Amodeo,J+3    Prepared food-prov. sales tax exemp.   REF AAP
A3428    Casagrande,C/Handlin,A    Pol party-estab stricter contrib. limits   REF ASG
A3429    Rible,D/Bramnick,J    Training wage-estab.   REF ALA
A3430    Merkt,R/Doherty,M    Proj. labor agreements-concerns   REF AIA
A3431    Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+1    Leg.-concerns conflict of interest   REF ASG
A3432    Casagrande,C/O'Scanlon,D+1    Pension perf. forfeit.-convicted off.   REF ASG
A3433    Scalera,F    Fire Comm Bd-change petition filing date   REF AHS
A3434    Scalera,F    Emerg. med. svcs.-concerns   REF ALR
A3435    Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V+4    Axle weights , cert. omnibuses-concerns   REF ATR
A3436    Barnes,P/Johnson,G    PFRS bd. of trustees-incr. memb.   REF ASG
A3437    DeAngelo,W    Emp. contracts-proh. cert. provisions   REF AIA
A3438    DeAngelo,W    Workers’ Comp. Review Comm.-creates   REF AIA
A3439    Chivukula,U    Natural gas, util. svc. purch.-concerns   REF ATU
A3440    Gusciora,R/Quijano,A    Civil Rights Div. Director-concerns   REF AIA
A3441    Rible,D/Rumana,S+5    Affordable housing-revises law   REF AHO
A3442    DeCroce,A/Rumana,S+9    Farm worker housing-concerns   REF AHO
A3443    Conaway,H    Cluster devel.-auth.   REF AIA
A3444    Vas,J/Cryan,J    Rev. allocation dist. finan.-concerns   REF AIA
A3445    Fisher,D+1    Spiny dogfish-charge commercial lic. fee   REF AAN
A3446    Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Pub. contracts-concerns   REF ASG
A3447    Watson Coleman,B    Auto insur. applications-concerns   REF AFI
A3448    Watson Coleman,B    Auto insur. applications-concerns   REF AHO
A3449    Prieto,V    Owners rights, cert communities-concerns   REF AIA
A3450    Handlin,A    Pub. contracting processes-changes   REF ASG
A3451    Green,J/Pou,N+9    Urban enterprise zones-concerns   REF ATR
A3452    Watson Coleman,B/Greenstein,L    Criminal Sentencing Comm.-creates   REF AIA
A3453    Evans,E    Infertility treatment-health insur cover   REF AFI
A3454    Evans,E    Real prop relating to terrorism-concerns   REF AHA
A3455    Evans,E    Sexual abuse cases-limitations statute   REF AIA
A3456    Evans,E    Human trafficking-concerns   REF AIA
A3457    Burzichelli,J/Egan,J+1    Unemp. comp. fd., emp. acct.-concerns   REF AIA
A3458    Quigley,J/Schaer,G    Voter-verified paper records-concerns   REF ASG
A3459    Watson Coleman,B/Green,J    Housing related purposes-approp. fds.   REF AAP
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3460    Moriarty,P/Voss,J+1    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.   REF AAP
A3461    Cryan,J    Electors of pres.-concerns meeting loc.    REF ASG
ACR199    O’Scanlon,D    Dept. of Defense-share vet. info.    REF AMV
AJR108    Polistina,V    Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Mo-design Nov    REF AHE

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A205    Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V    Native Amer. Burial Ground Task Force    REP
A289 Acs (ACS)    Rumpf,B/Van Pelt,D    Pub. emp. theft-garnish pension contrib.    REP/ACS
A420 Aca (1R)    Handlin,A/Voss,J    Teaching paraprof., cert.-concerns    REP/ACA
ACR199    O’Scanlon,D    Dept. of Defense-share vet. info.    REF AMV
A879 Acs (ACS)    Albano,N/Milam,M    Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs    REP/ACS
A880    Albano,N/Milam,M+5    Reading Disab. Task Force-estab.    REP
A1550/143 Acs (ACS)    Greenstein,L/Voss,J+1    Intestate estate, cert. children-concern    REP/ACS
A1561 Aca (1R)    McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+2    Water consumption, multi dwelling-concern    REP/ACA
A1784    Milam,M/Wagner,C+2    American-made flags-concerns St. purch    REP
A2038    Gusciora,R/Oliver,S    Psych. lien-concerns cert. access    REP
A2292    Greenstein,L/Spencer,L+1    Law Against Discrim.-makes changes    REP
A2395 Acs (ACS)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Evans,E    St. contractors-prov. emp. info.    REP/ACS
A2394 Aca (1R)    Coyle,D/Lampitt,P    Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check    REP/ACA
A2599 Acs (ACS)    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D    Host community impact fees-concerns    REP/ACA
A2750    Vainieri Huttle,V/Cruz-Perez,N+1    Adoption agencies-criminal background ck    REP
A2752 Aca (1R)    Caputo,R/Vainieri Huttle,V    Voter regis. material-prov grad students    REP/ACA
A2791 Aca (1R)    Amodeo,J/Rumana,S+4    Sr. Labor Task Force-creates    REP/ACA
A2796 Aca (1R)    Gusciora,R/Wisniewski,J    All-terrain veh.-concerns    REP/ACA
A2788 Evans,E/Oliver,S    Adoptions, subsidized-concerns    REP
A2947 Acs (ACS)    Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R    Grand jury records-concern discovery    REP/ACS
A3002 Aca (1R)    Scala,F/Lampitt,P    Sch. security drills-concerns    REP/ACA
A3036 Aca (ACS)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Voss,J+1    Hist New Bridge Landing St Park-concerns    REP/ACS
A3052 Aca (1R)    Albano,N/Rumpf,B+1    Animals-concerns emerg. preparedness    REP/ACA
A3067 Aca (1R)    Chiappone,A/Wisniewski,J+1    Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal.    REP/ACA
A3068 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Lampitt,P+1    Special learner’s, exam permits-concerns    REP/ACA
A3069/2089 Acs (ACS)    Chiappone,A/Doherty,M+1    Special learner’s permits-concerns    REP/ACS
A3070 Aca (1R)    Lampitt,P/Wisniewski,J+1    Driv. permits and lic.-concerns    REP/ACA
A3110 Aca (1R)    Rodriguez,C/Vainieri Huttle,V    Midwives-auth. to examine, treat    REP/ACA
A3284 Watson Coleman,B/Love,S    Domestic viol.-concerns    REP
A3294 Acs (ACS)    Milam,M/Albano,N+4    Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.    REP/ACS
A3302 Aca (1R)    Scala,F/Caputo,R    Util. co. prop.-criminalize cert. action    REP/ACA
A3304 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Ramos,R    Traffic control signal monitoring sys.    REP/ACA
A3343 Aca (1R)    Gusciora,R/McKeon,J    Electronic Waste Recycling Act-revises    REP/ACA
A3364 Aca (1R)    Conners,J/Tucker,C    Higher ed. pilot prog.-estab., cert vets    REP/ACA
A3374 Aca (1R)    Wagner,C/Burzichelli,J+23    Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan-concerns    REP/ACA
A3389 Aca (1R)    Barnes,P/Diegnan,P    Hosp. asset transformation prog-concerns    REP/ACA
A3392 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D    Hwy. Rt. 45-desig. portion    REP/ACA
A3435 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V+4    Axle weights, cert. omnibuses-concerns    REP/ACA
A3457 Burzichelli,J/Egan,J+1    Unemp. comp. ld., emp. accts.-concerns    REP
A3459 Watson Coleman,B/Green,J    Housing related purposes-approp. fds.    REP
A3460 Moriarty,P/Voss,J+1    Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.    REP
A3461 Cryan,J    Electors of pres.-concerns meeting loc.    REP
AJR81    Milam,M/Albano,N    Wine Mo.-declares Nov.    REP
S52 SaSaAca (3R)    Rice,R/Oroho,S+3    Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check    REP/ACA
S111 Scs (SCS)    Weinberg,L+3    Adoption agencies-criminal background ck    REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A2106 Aca (1R)    Albano,N/Milam,M    Water usage certifications-concerns    REP/ACA REF AAP
A2640 Smith,L/Conners,J+5    Interst Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child    REP REF AAP
A3249 Scala,F/Caputo,R+23    PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances    REP REF AAP
A3252 Albano,N/Milam,M    Saltwater fishing lic.-concerns    REP REF AAP
A3458 Quigley,J/Schaer,G    Voter-verified paper records-concerns    REP REF AAP

Bills Reported Referred/AJU:

A785 Conners,J/Tucker,C    Post-traumatic stress, mil.-sentencing    REP REF AJU
Bills Combined:
A143 Ramos,R/Rodriguez,C Parent's right to inherit, cert.-elim. COMB/W A1550 (ACS)
A2089 Barnes,P/McKeon,J+30 Kyleigh's Law-revise provision driv. lic COMB/W A3069 (ACS)

Bills Recommitted:
A3374 Aca (1R) Wagner,C/Burzichelli,J+23 Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan-concerns RCM AAP

Bills Transferred:
A3099 Watson Coleman,B/Biondi,P Real estate brokers-prov. continued ed. FROM ACO TO ARP
A3302 Aca (1R) Scalera,F/Caputo,R Util. co. prop.-criminalize cert. action FROM ALP TO AHS

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:
A3226 McKeon,J Resource family homes-proh. smoking FROM AHU

Co-Sponsors Added:
A260 (Karrow,M) Immunizations-concerns req.
A261 (Wagner,C) Practice of cert. prof., unlic.-crime
A281 AcaAca (2R) (Voss,J; Prieto,V; Tucker,C; Love,S) Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act
A371 (Addiego,D; Rudder,S) Sch. bus, svc. life-concerns
A375/1209/1759 Acs (ACS) (Chivukula,U; Wagner,C) Sch. attendance-raises age req.
A595 (Addiego,D; Rudder,S) Hunting w/bow and arrow-concerns
A769 (Van Pelt,D; Rumpf,B) Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.
A792 (Prieto,V) Sheriffs-enforce truck weight limits
A836 (Giblin,T) Primary care practitioners-loan redemp
A938 (Vas,J) Aux. police off-Length of Svc Award prog
A1264 (Angelini,M) Health care fac.-concerns adverse events
A1399 (Vainieri Hultle,V) Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover
A1411 Aa (1R) (Ramos,R; Vainieri Hultle,V) Council on Child Poverty-estab.
A1533 (Tucker,C; Rudder,S) Pub emp-proh unilateral term changes
A1534 (Smith,L) Min. wage, failure to pay-crim. penal.
A1540 (Vainieri Hultle,V) Sch. bus safety-concerns
A1628 Aca (1R) (Chiappone,A) Water consumption, mult dwelling-concern
A1719 (Ribble,D; Tucker,C; Smith,L; Rumana,S; Oliver,S) Jessica Lunsford Act
A1735 (Chivukula,U; Smith,L; Rumana,S) Jessica Lunsford Child Prot. Zone Act
A1784 (Vainieri Hultle,V; Diegnan,P) American-made flags-concerns St. purch
A2034 (Vainieri Hultle,V; Wagner,C) Pub. sch. design, new-concerns
A2046 (Rumana,S; Lampitt,P; Prieto,V; Rudder,S; Addiego,D) Sr. Cit., Disabled Transp. Prog-concerns
A2070 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C) Green Building Tax Credit Act
A2233 (Chivukula,U) Second Chance Council-estab.
A2322 (Quijano,A) Law Against Discrim.-makes changes
A2362 (DeAngelo,W; Evans,E) Animal cruelty-concerns
A2406 (Giblin,T) Cemetery trust fd. req.-concerns
A2534 (Vainieri Hultle,V) Sch. bus drivers-mandates training
A2577 (Diegnan,P) Honor Guard Ribbon-creates
A2589 Aca (1R) (Chivukula,U) Parking structures-concerns devel, finan
A2614 Aca (1R) (Chivukula,U) Interst. Insur Product Reg Compact-estab
A2632 (Quigley,J) Fed. emp. contrib., cert-excl income tax
A2735 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C) Criminal background checks-concerns
A2738 (Chivukula,U) Scrap metal dealers-concerns
A2750 (Munoz,E) Adoption agencies-criminal background ck
A2767 (Munoz,E) Healthcare Choice Act
A2791 Aca (1R) (Evans,E) Sr. Labor Task Force-creates
A2841 (Munoz,E) Pub. bodies-concerns meetings
A2844/2907/277 Acs (ACS) (Greenstein,L) Silver Alert Sys.-estab, missing elderly
A2872 AcaAca (2R) (DeCroce,A) Tree Experts, Tree Care Operator Lic Act
A2876 Aca (1R) (Wagner,C) Hosp.-concerns closure
A2888 (O'Scanlon,D) Affordable housing-lack of vacant land
A2960 (Addiego,D; Rudder,S) Green Acres Bond Act 2008;$300M bonds
A3067 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez,C) Graduated Driv. Lic. Law-enhance penal.
A3068 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez,C) Special learner's, exam permits-concerns
A3083 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez,C) Special learner's permits-concerns
A3070 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez,C) Dvrs. permits and lic.-concerns
A3073 Aca (1R) (Greenstein,L; Wagner,C; Karrow,M) Ricci's Law-ignition interlock devices
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3084 (Quigley, J) Citizen’s band radios-concerns use
A3218 (McClellan, C) Solar and Wind Energy Comm.-creates
A3243 (Chivukula, U) Bus. emp. incentives, cert.-allows
A3247 (Karrow, M) Foreclosed real prop.-donation to mun.
A3249 (Addiego, D; Rudder, S; Giblin, T) PRFS accidental death benf.-enhances
A3270/3290 Acs (ACS) (Vainieri Huttle, V) Med. waste disposal-concerns
A3271 (Vainieri Huttle, V; Wagner, C) Med waste & water, ocean pollution-penal
A3274 Acs (ACS) (Chivukula, U; Pou, N) Bus. Retention, Relocation Asst. Prog.
A3309 (Rible, D) Electrical contracting permit-concerns
A3317 Aca (1R) (Voss, J) Vehicular safety-concerns
A3331 (Coyle, D) Co. prosecutor-concerns expenses
A3338 (Vainieri Huttle, V; Ramos, R; Vas, J; Tucker, C; Thompson, S; Fisher, D; Rodriguez, C; Quijano, A; Diegnan, P; Scalera, F; Schae, G) NJT bd.-adds non-voting memb.
A3346 (Voss, J) Operation Recognition-expands provisions
A3357 Aca (1R) (Chivukula, U) Electronic Health Info. Tech. Fd.-estab.
A3377 (Prieto, V; Giblin, T; Smith, L; Diegnan, P; Barnes, P; Chiarpeone, A; Vas, J) Hosp. charges-concerns
A3378 Aca (1R) (Chivukula, U) Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan-concerns
A3379 (Moriarty, P) Sch. children-estab prog, avoid drug use
A3431 (Handlin, A) Leg.-concerns conflict of interest
A3432 (Handlin, A) Pension benf. forfeiture-convicted off.
A3435 Aca (1R) (Amodeo, J; Rudder, S; Rumana, S; Rumpf, B) Axle weights, cert. omnibuses-concerns
A3441 (Rudder, S; Addiego, D) Affordable housing-revises law
A3452 (Vas, J) Unemp. comp. fed., emp. accts.-concerns
A3457 (Vas, J) Unemp. comp. fed., emp. accts.-concerns
A3460 (Vas, J) Homestead prop. tax reimb.-income elig.
AJR65 Aca (1R) (Angelini, M) Drunk Driv. Awareness Mo-Dec. of each yr
AR138 (Wagner, C) Energy drinks-reg., conduct ed. campaign

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A758 (O'Scanlon, D) Vet. benf., cert.-broadens elig.
A1628 Aca (1R) (Rooney, J) Water consumption, mult dwelling-concern
A2438 Aca (1R) (Diegnan, P) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A2784 (Johnson, G) Cit. svc. on mun. auth., bds.-concerns

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A143 (Rodriguez, C) Parent's right to inherit, cert.-elim.
A645 Aa (1R) (Scalera, F) Building materials-concerns delivery
A758 (O'Scanlon, D) Vet. benf., cert.-broadens elig.
A785 (Tucker, C) Post-traumatic stress, mil-sentencing
A879 Acs (ACS) (Milam, M) Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs
A1074 (Carroll, M) Vol. firefighters-physician's cert. req.
A1111 (Scalera, F) Newspapers-concerns unwanted delivery
A1551 (Oliver, S) Healthy Workplace Act-estab.
A1815 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Tolls-suspend during coastal evacuation
A1956 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Fin. Info. Privacy Act
A2038 (Oliver, S) Psych. liens-concerns cert. access
A2116 AcaAa (2R) (Ramos, R) Destructive devices-revise definition
A2243 (Spencer, L) Arbitration procedures-concerns
A2292 (Spencer, L) Law Against Discrim.-makes changes
A2359 Acs (ACS) (Evans, E) St. contractors-prov. emp. info.
A2362 (Chiappone, A) Animal cruelty-concerns
A2438 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle, V) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A2766 Aca (1R) (Wisniewski, L) All-terrain veh.-concerns
A2848 (Johnson, G) Assault on nurse-upgrades penal.
A2904 Aa (1R) (Fisher, D) Motor fuel sale-concerns
A3029 (Wagner, C) Epilepsy drugs-concerns substitution
A3084 (Rible, D) Citizen's band radios-concerns use
A3310 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle, V) Midwives-auth. to examine, treat
A3312 (Karrow, M) Solicitations by attorneys-concerns
A3315 (Tucker, C) Veh. cert.-prov. allowance incr.
A3316 (Gusciora, R) Water Resource Lands Prot. Act
A3284 (Love, S) Domestic viol.-concerns
A3298 (Chiappone, A) Animal Welfare-estab. office in DHSS
A3302 Aca (1R) (Caputo, R) Util. co. prop.-criminalize cert. action
A3304 Aca (1R) (Ramos, R) Traffic control signal monitoring sys.
A3335 (Chiappone, A) Animal cruelty asst. co prosecutor-estab
A3343 Aca (1R) (McKeon, J) Electronic Waste Recycling Act-revises
A3349 (Vainieri Huttle, V) Victim of crim. insane-notify of release
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3364 Aca (1R) (Tucker,C) Higher ed. pilot prog.-estab., cert vets
A3389 Aca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Hosp. asset transformation prog-concerns
A3406 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Firearm theft-report within 72 hrs.

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A785 (Cruz-Perez,N) Post-traumatic stress, mil.-sentencing
A1177 (Wagner,C) Sr. Gold Prescrip Discount Prog-concerns
A1195 (Vainieri Huttle,V) We Support the Arts lic. plate-auth.
A2038 (Cruz-Perez,N) Psych. liens-concerns cert. access
A2106 Aca (1R) (Karrow,M) Water usage certifications-concerns
A2362 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Animal cruelty-concerns
A2384 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez,C) Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check
A2438 Aca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Underground storage tanks-concerns
A2640 (Cruz-Perez,N) Inters. Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child
A2734 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Ads. cert.-concerns products sale
A3145 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet. cert.-prov. allowance incr.
A3269 (Spencer,L) Mortgage foreclosures, cert.-concerns
A3349 (Ramos,R) Victim of crim. insane-notify of release
A3364 Aca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Higher ed. pilot prog.-estab., cert vets
A3382 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Ovarian Cancer Awareness Mo.-desig. Feb.
A3389 Aca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Hosp. asset transformation prog-concerns
A3421 (Biondi,P) Family temp. disab. leave-delays
A3431 (Rumana,S) Leg.-concerns conflict of interest
A3432 (Rumana,S) Pension bnf. forfeiture-convicted off
ACR193 (Karrow,M) Council on Affordable Housing-reg.
AR138 (Tucker,C) Energy drinks-reg., conduct ed. campaign

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2362 (Wagner,C) Animal cruelty-concerns
A2384 Aca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check
A2640 (Quigley,J) Interst Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child
A2784 (Johnson,G) Cit. svc. on mun. auth., bds.-concerns
A2878 (Tucker,C) Adoptions, subsidized-concerns
A2889 Aa (1R) (Karrow,M) Personal Asst. Svcs. Svcs. Prog.-concerns
A3010 (Vas,J) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
A3389 Aca (1R) (Conaway,H) Hosp. asset transformation prog-concerns

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2362 (Voss,J) Animal cruelty-concerns
A2384 Aca (1R) (Evans,E) Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check
A2640 (Tucker,C) Interst Compact Ed Opportunity Mil Child
A3068 Aca (1R) (Chiappone,A) Special learner's, exam permits-concerns

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2384 Aca (1R) (Tucker,C) Child mental fac. emp.-crim. hist. check

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:

*Effective October 31, 2008

Joint Legislative Committee on Ethical Standards:

Honorable Sylvia Pressler, of Englewood.
The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments: (cont’d)

*Effective October 31, 2008

**Casino Revenue Fund Advisory Commission:**

Kay Nest, of Fort Lee.
Enid Torok, of Fieldsboro.

**Note to the 06/12/2008 Digest:**

**Bills Reported Referred/AAP:**

A2789 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Barnes,P    Judgeships-creates eight addl.   REP/ACA REF AAP *NOT* REP

**Note to the 10/06/2008 Digest:**

**Bills Introduced:**

A3252    Albano,N/Milam,M    Saltwater fishing lic.-concerns   REF AAN *NOT* AEN

**Note to the 10/23/2008 Digest:**

**Co-Sponsor Added:**

A732   (Voss,J) *NOT* (Quijano,A)   Alco. bev. lic., cert.-concerns

**Note to the 10/27/2008 Digest:**

**Co-Sponsor Added:**

A3374   (Jasey,M)    Econ. Asst. and Recovery Plan-concerns

The Assembly adjourned at 7:45 P.M. to meet again on Monday, November 17, 2008 (SESSION).

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**

None

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (10/27/08):**

P.L.2008, c.98.   A786 Aca w/GR (2R)    Conners,J/Conaway,H+1   10/31/2008   Cigarettes, cert.-concerns